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Have you or any member of your family been
impacted by prostate cancer?

Did the play "Daddy's Boys" increase your
knowledge and awareness about prostate
cancer?
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Were you aware of the prostate cancer crisis
among black men?
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Are you interested in learning more about
prostate cancer screening, treatments and
clinical trials?
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Would you recommend "Daddys Boys" to
others?
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Here are some comments from the audience:
 “Amazing!”
 “Awesome and much need knowledge. God Bless.”
 "Thank you for bringing awareness through the arts.”
 “Awesome show both nights.”
 “Excellent Performance, Knowledgeable and Informative!”
 “Great approach to addressing an issue. Great production, well written, outstanding performance
and a gifted and talented cast. Thanks for the great product. Thanks Tom for PHEN.”
 “Great Performance!”
 “Great presentation and very knowledgeable on the subject of family!”
 “Great story line and teaching tool. Great music! ”
 “I am a female and will definitely support the men in my family and life to pursue the exams and
participate in clinical trials.”
 “Keep the wonderful work up. May God bless you and staff.”
 “Learned a lot in an inspiring way. Better than any Tyler Perry play I’ve seen!”
 “Loved the play and intro.”
 “Play was excellent and great music.”
 “Thanks for spreading the word and sharing information about prostate cancer.”
 “The actors were outstanding. Wonderful. Loved the father, son, conflict.”
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